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Digital Marketing Administrator Volunteer Role Description  
 
Job Title Digital Marketing Administrator Volunteer 
Location:                    ISPCA Dublin/Longford/Mallow/Donegal 
Department:               ISPCA PR & Marketing 
Reports to: ISPCA Public Relations Manager/Volunteer Coordinator 
Time Commitment: Flexible, though shifts are a minimum of four hours  
 
The overall purpose of the role 
Working with the PR & Marketing team, the digital marketing administrator will assist in the gathering of content for 
the ISPCA social media platforms to help increase overall reach and brand awareness. He/she will help promote 
campaigns, engage the public and increase online presence. The social media administrator will directly contribute 
to increasing the ISPCA’s capacity to protect Ireland’s most cruelly treated, neglected and abused animals by 
increasing public awareness of animal welfare issues and communicating progress on specific campaigns and 
monitoring activity. This role is ideal for digital marketing students starting out and looking to build their experience.  
 
Principal Responsibilities: 

 Coordinating content for ISPCA digital platforms working with PR/Marketing, Centre staff and volunteers. 

 Liaising with PR/Marketing to support PR events and campaigns. 

 Working with volunteer photographers and videographers on content. 

 Assist the digital marketing coordinator on scheduling activity, using imagery, layout and design in line with 
agreed plans and approved timelines. 

 Website updates and email marketing to maximise supporter engagement. 
 

Skill levels required 
Experience using social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube) and working with volunteer 
photographers/videographers on content. Excellent interpersonal and verbal communication skills, with the ability 
to collaborate with, motivate and explain technical concepts in accessible terms. A communications ‘flair’ with the 
ability to think creatively, spot a good story and communicate this in the most interesting way.  Excellent 
organisation and project management skills with the ability to work with various levels of the ISPCA meeting 
deadlines, prioritising tasks and working well under pressure. Strong writing and editing skills, with excellent 
attention to detail. The ability to use online tools to engage ISPCA followers is ideal. Outgoing, enthusiastic and 
creative with photo/video editing skills is an advantage. A friendly and approachable manner with the ability to work 
well independently and also as part of the ISPCA team.  Manual handling training is required. 
 
Benefits of volunteering 
You will be making a difference in your community by bringing your professional skills and expertise to a charitable 
organisation helping to raise awareness about animal welfare issues in Ireland. This opportunity is great opportunity 
to support the communications team by highlighting the vital work the ISPCA does and you will also be developing 
your digital marketing skills. 
 
Volunteer Procedure 
A copy of the volunteer procedure is available upon request from the ISPCA Volunteer Coordinator. 
All volunteers must be over 16 years of age for insurance purposes. Volunteers should exercise judgement and 
follow Health and Safety procedures as set out by ISPCA Management at all times.  
 
Time commitment 
Due to the nature of the role, shifts are ideally required to be a minimum of four hours based on a rostered system. 
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